Retrofittable
locking solutions

Intelligent locking systems
that make an impression
Electronic Locking System
B-Smart-Lock Corona
The B-Smart-Lock Corona is the electronic RFID locking system with a well-designed handle that allows
lockers or cabinets to be locked in a secure and comfortable manner. LEDs in the handle indicate the lock
status. Thanks to its adjustability, the Corona is very easy to retrofit in existing situations. The solid design
of the Corona’s bolt and housing ensures an unprecedented level of security. The lock can easily withstand
a force of at least 800 N

Advantages:
• Can be used in wooden and metal doors (indoors)
• Door easily locks when pushed
• Integrated LED locking indicator
• High-quality, stable workmanship (metal housing)
• Various programming options
• Extensive battery life of approximately 30,000 locking cycles
• Can be integrated into existing transponder systems
(Mifare 1k, Mifare Desfire, Hitag 1/S, ATA5577 / 125 kHz)
• Available as a wirelessly networked version with the addition of B-on-air

Benefits of
retrofitting
The Corona lock can replace existing locking solutions. They are
easy to retrofit and offer a range of unique benefits.

Reduce impact on the environment
Reuse existing assets resulting in carbon savings, reduced
waste and prolong the life of existing storage. Retrofitting
prevents pollution caused by reducing the need to harvest new
materials and saves energy. Minimise carbon emissions from
manufacturing and installing new products.

Achieve cost savings
Update and repair existing locking systems with BURG
retrofittable locks to achieve significant cost savings. Maximise
the value of current products and minimise waste simply and
easily without replacing the whole item.

Minimise disruption
There is no need to remove storage in order to fit these locks,
it can be done in situ. Doors can also be replaced on-site, if
required.

Monitor your storage
at any time
Internet of things

BURG have developed a cloud-based system – b-on-air – that can be used alongside the RFID Corona lock
so you can monitor storage at any time. This energy efficient wireless technology can is an additional service
that can be used with your retrofitted RFID Corona locks to enjoy a networked system. Storage in several
departments or locations can be monitored and controlled wirelessly via an encrypted online platform.
Compartments can be locked, released or reassigned remotely with this energy efficient wireless technology.
The locking systems are wireless and mobile. When the battery power drops or somebody attempts to break
in, the system immediately reports an error message.

Benefits of b-on-air
Central Administration
Reduce staffing costs by managing the entire locking system environment in the
cloud through your browser.
Flexibility
B-on-air allows easy retrofitting without having to reconfigure the office space.
Existing cabinets usually do not need to be replaced.
Transparency
The live messages give you an overview of the status, user operation and capacity
utilisation of your system at any time. Locks with a low battery status or a tampering
attempt sets off an alarm.
Availability Information
Inform users about available lockers/cabinets, e.g. on a screen in the reception area.
This reduces the time spent searching, especially at peak times.
Reporting
B-on-air logs the opening and closing procedures. Statistics on the usage behavior of
a single compartment or the entire system can be evaluated.
Updates
The wireless connection of the locking systems allows you to update the settings
and the system software, e.g. if a new firmware is available.

Smart accessories expand
your possibilities
Access media
Transponder Media
Matching our electronic locking systems, we offer various transponders in the appropriate wireless standard,
such as cards, bracelets, chips and smart labels.

Transponder release
Transponder Release Terminal
Management can automatically release a compartment if the occupant has lost their Transponder Media (a
card, wristband or chip). This facility is often used in gyms, where visitors regularly close their cards inside their
compartment when going to leave the locker room.

An introduction
to BURG
130 years of experience
BURG is a family business that is now in its fourth generation of management. Thanks to its padlocks, and
mechanical key locks the company established a reputation for high-quality products, starting with their first
handcrafted product back in 1890. Today, BURG is a leader in innovative mechanical and electronic locking
solutions. This design-driven business has identified a market where it can use its expertise in lock technology
to provide a retrofittable locking solution – B-Smart-Lock Corona.

Convincing arguments
Best quality

One thing has not changed over the years: product quality. BURG manufactures
according to the high requirements of DIN ISO 9001: 2015.

Solutions from a single source

Whether solutions with keys or electronic locking systems - with BURG you get
development, production, assembly and service from a single source.

Made in Germany

Since its foundation, BURG has manufactured and designed all its products in Germany.
This is a real part of BURG’s DNA.

130 years of experience
BURG is a family business that is now in its fourth generation of management. Thanks to its padlocks, and
mechanical key locks the company established a reputation for high-quality products, starting with their first
handcrafted product back in 1890. Today, BURG is a leader in innovative mechanical and electronic locking
solutions. This design-driven business has identified a market where it can use its expertise in lock technology
to provide a retrofittable locking solution – B-Smart-Lock Corona.

Strength through
partnerships

Experience the full lock
range live

Matter experts in both areas

Visit us in London

Your Workspace is the official partner of BURG in the UK. We are recognised as the leading specialist and
manufacturers of storage solutions within our marketplace. Our consultative approach to helping both
end-users and specifiers to choose the right product is one of the main reasons why the partnership was
formed. BURG’s quality locking technology and Your Workspace’s services-driven approach make us the
perfect partners for your storage project.

Get to know us better and experience our
products and solutions. Visit our London
showroom at:
11-12 Great Sutton Street
Clerkenwell
London
EC1V 0BX
+44 (0)1621 855 053
info@yourworkspace.com
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